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Extinction Learning in Humans:
Role of the Amygdala and vmPFC
CR). Extinction occurs when a CS is presented alone,
without the US, for a number of trials and eventually the
CR is diminished or eliminated. Behavioral studies of
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2Center for Neural Science extinction suggest that it is not a process of “unlearning”
but rather is a process of new learning of fear inhibition.New York University
New York, New York 10003 This view of extinction as an active learning process is
supported by studies showing that after extinction the
CR can return in a number of situations, such as the
passage of time (spontaneous recovery), the presenta-Summary
tion of the US alone (reinstatement), or if the animal is
placed in the context of initial learning (renewal; seeUnderstanding how fears are acquired is an important
step in translating basic research to the treatment Bouton, 2002, for a review). Although animal models of
the mechanisms of fear acquisition have been investi-of fear-related disorders. However, understanding how
learned fears are diminished may be even more valuable. gated over the last several decades, studies of the
mechanisms of extinction learning have only recentlyWe explored the neural mechanisms of fear extinction
in humans. Studies of extinction in nonhuman animals started to emerge. Research examining the neural sys-
tems of fear extinction in nonhuman animals have fo-have focused on two interconnected brain regions:
the amygdala and the ventral medial prefrontal cortex cused on two interconnected brain regions: the ventral
medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and the amygdala.(vmPFC). Consistent with animal models suggesting
that the amygdala is important for both the acquisition The vmPFC was first implicated in fear extinction
when Morgan et al. (1993) demonstrated that lesions toand extinction of conditioned fear, amygdala activation
was correlated across subjects with the conditioned this region led to an impairment in extinction. Further
lesion studies (Quirk et al., 2000) demonstrated thatresponse in both acquisition and early extinction. Acti-
vation in the vmPFC (subgenual anterior cingulate) damage to this region did not result in an impairment
of extinction learning overall but rather an impairmentwas primarily linked to the expression of fear learning
during a delayed test of extinction, as might have been in the retention of extinction learning over subsequent
days. For example, Quirk et al. reported that lesionsexpected from studies demonstrating this region is
critical for the retention of extinction. These results of the infralimbic cortex in the vmPFC did not impair
extinction learning that occurred immediately followingprovide evidence that the mechanisms of extinction
learning may be preserved across species. acquisition. However, when the rats were tested a day
later, the rats with lesions to the vmPFC demonstrated
extensive spontaneous recovery, performing similarly toIntroduction
rats that had no extinction training at all. These results
indicate an impairment in the retention or recall of ex-Investigations of the neural systems of fear learning have
examined classical fear conditioning as a model para- tinction learning (but see also Gewirtz et al., 1997). More
recently, electrophysiological recordings have helpeddigm. Using this paradigm, researchers have been able
to map the pathways of fear learning from stimulus input clarify the role of the vmPFC in fear conditioning and
extinction. Milad and Quirk (2002) found that vmPFCto response output (LeDoux, 2002). Studies exploring fear
conditioning in humans have largely supported these neurons respond to a tone CS only during a delayed
test of extinction. No effects were found for fear acquisi-findings from nonhuman animals (Phelps, 2004). How-
ever, understanding how fears are acquired will only tion or within session extinction (but see also Garcia et
al., 1999). Furthermore, when the presentation of thepartially help in extending these animal models to the
treatment of fear-related disorders. Perhaps even more tone CS is paired with stimulation to the vmPFC in rats
that have not been given extinction training, the expres-important is determining how these learned fears are
diminished or inhibited. Although there are clear links sion of conditioned fear is diminished, suggesting a role
between the neural systems of fear acquisition and ex- for the vmPFC in the inhibition of the CR (Milad and
pression across species, there is less understanding of Quirk, 2002).
the mechanisms of fear extinction. The present study Two recent studies have suggested that the vmPFC
attempts to expand our understanding of the neural may affect fear inhibition by influencing specific subre-
mechanisms of fear inhibition across species by using gions within the amygdala. The central nucleus (CE) of
fMRI to examine fear extinction in humans. the amygdala receives input from the lateral nucleus
In a typical fear-conditioning paradigm, a neutral (LA) and projects to a number of brain regions involved
event such as a tone (the conditioned stimulus, or CS) in the physiological expression of conditioned fear.
is paired with an aversive event, such as a shock (the Stimulation of the vmPFC changed the response rate of
unconditioned stimulus, or US). After several pairings CE output neurons in response to input from the LA,
of the tone and shock, the presentation of the tone itself suggesting that the vmPFC modulates the CE primarily
leads to a fear response (the conditioned response, or and the expression of the CR (Quirk et al., 2003). Further,
stimulation of the vmPFC diminished responsiveness in
the basolateral nucleus (BLA) of the amygdala to a tone*Correspondence: liz.phelps@nyu.edu
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CS as well as unconditioned tones (Rosenkranz et al., et al., 1998). In this paradigm, the CS and CS were
2003). colored squares (blue and yellow) and the US was a
Recent investigations into the precise role of the mild shock to the wrist. During acquisition, there were
amygdala in fear extinction have focused on pharmaco- 15 unreinforced trials of each type (CS and CS) and
logical manipulations targeting specific neurotransmit- another eight CS trials that coterminated with a shock
ter systems. Building on the finding that NMDA recep- to the wrist. There were two extinction sessions. Day
tors are important in the acquisition of fear conditioning, 1 extinction immediately followed acquisition with 15
the role of NMDA receptors in extinction has been exam- unreinforced trials of each type. In order to assess the
ined. Falls et al. (1992) administered intraamygdala in- retention of extinction learning, subjects were brought
jections of an NMDA antagonist, AP5, prior to extinction back 24 hr later for day 2 extinction, which consisted
training and found a dose-dependent impairment in the of 17 unreinforced presentations of each trial type.
expression of extinction a day later. In addition, an in-
traamygdala injection of an NMDA agonist, D-cycloser- Results
ine, enhanced extinction learning (Walker et al., 2002).
Although other pharmacological manipulations (e.g., GABA, Physiological Assessment of Fear Conditioning
dopamine, acetylcholine antagonists) have also been and Extinction
shown to influence extinction learning, most of these Subjects who failed to show acquisition of the CR as
were delivered systemically, precluding the conclusion indicated by a differential skin conductance response
that the effects involve the amygdala (see Myers and to the CS relative to the CS were eliminated from
Davis, 2002, for a review). further analysis because it would not be possible to
The recent findings examining extinction in nonhuman assess extinction learning. All trials on which a shock
animals indicate that both the amygdala and vmPFC are was delivered were excluded from analysis, since we
important regions to investigate further in our efforts were only interested in learned responses to the CS. On
to understand the neural mechanisms of extinction. In day 1, the first CS and CS trial of each phase was
humans, an fMRI study examined amygdala activation excluded from analysis, since learning had not yet oc-
during both acquisition and extinction of conditioned curred on the first trial of extinction, and in acquisition,
fear and found an amygdala response during both although the subjects were instructed of the CS-US con-
stages of learning (LaBar et al., 1998). However, in this tingency, the CS was not paired with shock until the
study, rapid extinction occurred (within two trials), per- first trial. On day 2, the first three CS and CS trials
haps because there was 100% reinforcement during were excluded from the analyses to eliminate responses
training. More recently, brain imaging studies have related to a transient spontaneous recovery in some
started to examine the mechanisms of fear inhibition subjects (see Figure 1). Fourteen trials per phase were
without conditioning. These studies present negative included in the final analyses.
(fearful) and neutral scenes and ask subjects to attempt In order to assess learning over trials, we defined the
to reduce their fear responses to these scenes by focus- first half of the remaining trials of each phase as early
ing on positive or nonemotional aspects of the scene trials and the last half as late trials. Not surprisingly, there
(Oschner et al., 2002; Schaefer, et al., 2002). These stud- was a significantly greater differential SCR response to
ies have reported diminished negative affect during the the CS versus CS during acquisition [t(10)  6.41,
reappraisal of negative scenes as well as diminished p 0.001]. There was also a significant differential SCR
amygdala activation. In addition, the Ochsner et al. study response during extinction for both the within session
found that activation in a right lateral PFC region was
or day 1 extinction trials [t(10) 6.65, p 0.001] as well
correlated with reappraisal success and a diminished
as next day or day 2 extinction trials [t (10)  3.85, p 
amygdala response. This lateral PFC region may play a
0.01]. Importantly, the strength of the CR diminishedrole in working memory, executive processing, or the
over extinction trials. A comparison of the CR in acquisi-active maintenance of online information (Smith and
tion versus late trials on day 1 extinction indicated aJonides, 1999). Although there are no direct projections
marginally significant decrease or extinction [t(10) between this lateral PFC region and the amygdala, this
2.08, p  0.07]. In early extinction day 2, some subjectsregion does project to medial PFC regions that are more
showed a brief increase of the CR that could have beendirectly connected with the amygdala (Amaral, 2002;
due to spontaneous recovery, reinstatement, or renewal.Groenewegen et al., 1997; Mcdonald et al., 1996).
However, as extinction continued on day 2 there was aThese early studies in humans are suggestive of roles
significant decline in the CR from early to late trials onfor the amygdala and PFC in the inhibition of fear, but
day 2 [t(10)  3.06, p  0.05] as well as significantat the present time, the links between these paradigms
extinction of the CR from acquisition to the late trials ofand those used with nonhuman animals in fear extinction
day 2 [t(10)  2.91, p  0.05].are not clear. In the present study, we attempt to exam-
ine more carefully the relation between the neural mech-
Group Analysis of fMRI Dataanisms of fear inhibition in humans and other animals
The analysis of imaging data excluded the same trialsby using fMRI to assess the involvement of the amygdala
as the analyses of the physiological data (see sectionand medial PFC (mPFC) during extinction learning in
on “Physiological Assessment of Fear Conditioning andhumans. In order to assess extinction learning over time,
Extinction” above). Within the mPFC, there were threewe used a partial reinforcement, simple discrimination
regions that showed a significant differential blood oxy-fear-conditioning paradigm. A partial reinforcement par-
genation level-dependent (BOLD) response to the CSadigm was used to slow extinction learning, which oc-
curs rapidly in humans with 100% reinforcement (LaBar versus CS (see Figure 2). These regions appeared in
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Figure 1. SCR during Acquisition, Day 1 Extinction, and Day 2 Extinction
(A) Square root transformed SCR responses to the CS and CS for all trials across acquisition, day 1 extinction, and day 2 extinction.
(B) Conditioned response (mean differential SCR response to the CS minus CS) during acquisition, early and late day 1 extinction, and
early and late day 2 extinction. Error bars indicate standard error.
all three stages of the study (acquisition, day 1 extinc- tern was reversed during day 1 extinction with a greater
BOLD response to the CS relative to the CS (15, 3,tion, day 2 extinction), although the magnitude of the
response varied. Two of these regions were in the ante- 13 and17,3,13). There was no significant differ-
ential amygdala BOLD response during day 2 extinction.rior cingulate, bilaterally. One was a more dorsal region
(x  0, y  15, z  31; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988; In addition to the regions of activation in the areas most
analogous to those highlighted in the nonhuman animalBrodmann’s area 32) that showed a greater BOLD re-
sponse to the CS relative to the CS. The other was research, there were several additional areas of group
activation. These activation responses varied in direc-in the ventral, subgenual anterior cingulate region (0,
35, 8; BA 32, extending to BA 24 and 25) and showed tion in that sometimes the CS BOLD response was
greater than the CS and other times it was the oppositea greater BOLD response to the CS relative to the CS.
A third vmPFC activation was adjacent to subgenual (see Table 1).
anterior cingulate in the medial frontal gyrus (0, 54, 6;
BA 10) and also showed a greater response to the CS Region of Interest Analysis
Research with nonhuman animals examining the neuralrelative to the CS (see Figure 2). At the threshold used
for group analysis (p 0.01, Bonferoni corrected), there systems of extinction have highlighted the roles of the
mPFC and amygdala. Because of this, our region ofwas no significant activation in the amygdala. However,
due to our a priori hypothesis of amygdala involvement, interest (ROI) analyses focused on these areas. There
were three ROIs selected within the mPFC which werethe threshold was lowered (p  0.005, uncorrected).
There was a relatively greater BOLD response to the centered on the Talairach coordinates of the peak group
activation response within this region. An additional ROICS than CS during acquisition (26, 2, 9). This pat-
Figure 2. Significant Regions of Activation in the Medial Prefrontal Cortex
(A) The medial frontal gyrus.
(B) The dorsal anterior cingulate (top) and subgenual anterior cingulate (bottom).
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Table 1. Group Activation for Acquisition, Extinction Day 1, and Extinction Day 2, p  0.01, Corrected
Acquisition
Talairach
Area of Activation Activation Coordinates # of Voxels Avg t Value
Dorsal cingulate CS  CS 0, 14, 33 5641 6.59
Subgenual cingulate CS  CS 2, 36, 9 2035 5.78
Medial frontal gyrus CS  CS 0, 55, 7 463 5.66
Insular cortex, left CS  CS 30, 22, 7 5400 6.48
Insular cortex, right CS  CS 45, 12, 6 9741 6.86
Posterior cingulate, left CS  CS 9, 58, 15 405 5.46
Posterior cingulate, right CS  CS 14, 53, 15 121 5.53
Superior occipital gyrus, left CS  CS 44, 71, 30 247 5.82
Superior occipital gyrus, right CS  CS 34, 76, 33 134 5.57
IPL, left CS  CS 53, 39, 27 195 5.53
IPL, right CS  CS 58, 39, 28 2210 5.20
Pre-central gyrus, right CS  CS 43, 7, 48 103 5.22
Caudate, left CS  CS 8, 2, 9 90 5.49
Caudate, right CS  CS 8, 3, 9 552 5.89
Extinction, Day 1
Talairach
Area of Activation Activation Coordinates # of Voxels Avg t Value
Dorsal cingulate CS  CS 4, 33, 33 496 5.59
Subgenual cingulate CS  CS 2, 38, 3 865 5.64
Medial frontal gyrus CS  CS 0, 55, 6 1377 6.00
Amygdala, right CS  CS 20, 6, 15 323 5.78
Insular cortex, left CS  CS 35, 14, 3 2041 5.99
Insular cortex, right CS  CS 31, 20, 5 5288 6.52
Posterior cingulate, left CS  CS 15, 58, 13 5407 6.62
Posterior cingulate, right CS  CS 8, 56, 14 2875 6.21
Superior occipital gyrus, left CS  CS 41, 74, 29 2562 5.67
Superior occipital gyrus, right CS  CS 45, 74, 29 1810 5.86
Cuneus, right CS  CS 12, 86, 36 5289 6.13
Cuneus, left CS  CS 6, 86, 34 4650 5.99
Post-central gyrus, left CS  CS 52, 22, 44 864 5.87
Pre-central gyrus, right CS  CS 60, 10, 27 711 5.79
Lingual gyrus, right CS  CS 15, 63, 5 1022 5.75
Hippocampus, left CS  CS 22,16,13 419 6.07
Hippocampus, right CS  CS 21, 14, 10 127 5.48
Parahippocampal gyrus, left CS  CS 29,37,9 3168 6.29
Parahippocampal gyrus, right CS  CS 20, 34, 9 1200 6.09
Caudate, right CS  CS 7, 2, 7 307 5.71
Extinction, Day 2
Talairach
Area of Activation Activation Coordinates # of Voxels Avg t Value
Dorsal cingulate CS  CS 0, 19, 30 6796 6.47
Subgenual cingulate CS  CS 4, 31, 6 938 5.99
Medial frontal gyrus CS  CS 4, 57, 10 23 5.34
Insular cortex, left CS  CS 28, 21, 3 4210 6.60
Insular cortex, right CS  CS 30, 20, 3 11022 7.76
Posterior cingulate, left CS  CS 11, 47, 5 1293 5.64
Posterior cingulate, right CS  CS 9, 52, 6 671 5.62
Superior occipital gyrus, Left CS  CS 38, 73, 29 4039 5.83
Superior occipital gyrus, right CS  CS 36, 81, 21 181 5.48
Post-central gyrus, left CS  CS 50, 23, 46 751 5.97
Pre-central gyrus, left CS  CS 53, 9, 30 150 5.55
Pre-central gyrus, right CS  CS 58, 13, 34 884 5.84
Parahippocampal gyrus, left CS  CS 21,36,9 47 5.47
Parahippocampal gyrus, right CS  CS 29, 29, 12 6 5.38
Caudate, right CS  CS 9, 4, 6 998 6.16
of the amygdala was hand drawn based on individual components, as we had for the physiological responses.
We then correlated across subjects the difference in thesubjects’ anatomy. For each ROI, we calculated  values
for both the CS versus CS for each subject within  values for the CS and CS with the differential SCR
response to the CS versus CS in order to determineeach phase (acquisition, day 1, and day 2 extinction) of
the experiment. In order to examine extinction learning how activity in these regions may be related to the ex-
pression of the CR.over trials, we also divided each phase into early and late
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Figure 3. Amygdala Activation and Correlation with SCR
(A) Amygdala activation to the CS during acquisition versus day 1 extinction.
(B) Mean time course of the amygdala response to CS during acquisition (red line) and day 1 extinction (yellow line).
(C) Correlation between amygdala activation ( value for CS minus CS) and the CR (SCR for the CS minus CS) during day 1 extinction,
indicating that greater differential amygdala response predicts greater extinction.
For the amygdala, the response shifted from acquisi- different than zero. This depression diminished as ex-
tinction progressed each day (see Figure 4A).tion to extinction, so that there was an increase in the
When the magnitude of response in the two ROIs inBOLD response to CS during acquisition and a de-
the ventral mPFC was correlated with the expression ofcrease in the BOLD response to the CS during day 1
the CR during extinction, the only region that emergedextinction (see Figures 3A and 3B). By day 2 extinction,
as predictive of the CR was the subgenual anterior cin-the amygdala response diminished. Although we ob-
gulate. There was no correlation between the strengthserved responses in the right and left amygdala that had
of the CR and magnitude of the subgenual anterior cin-the same general pattern, activation was always greater
gulate response during acquisition or day 1 extinction.in the right amygdala, and correlations with behavior
On day 2 extinction, activity at this region correlatedwere only significant for the right amygdala. During ac-
with relative extinction success. Extinction success wasquisition, there was a positive correlation between the
determined by examining the change in the CR fromstrength of the right amygdala response to the CS
early to late extinction trials. For the early trials of dayrelative to the CS and the strength of the CR, but this
2 extinction, the response in the subgenual anterior cin-was only significant in early acquisition (r  0.643, p 
gulate was correlated with day 1 extinction success (r0.05), consistent with previous reports (LaBar et al.,
0.748, p  0.01). That is, those subjects who showed1998). On day 1 extinction, even though the direction of
more extinction on day 1 showed less of a subgenualthe amygdala response changed (greater to CS than
anterior cingulate depression at the beginning of day 2CS), a greater differential amygdala response was also
(see Figure 4B). This response was primarily driven by
correlated with the CR. This time, however, the greater
a correlation between the strength of the CR late on day
differential amygdala response predicted less of a CR
1 extinction and subgenual anterior cingulate response
(r  0.771, p  0.01), suggesting that this shift in the early on day 2 of extinction (r  0.701, p  0.01). This
amygdala response may be related to extinction learning finding is consistent with the suggestion that the vmPFC
and early extinction success (see Figure 3B). On day 2 may play a role in the retention of extinction learning.
extinction, there was no correlation between the amyg- In addition, activity in this region on the later trials of day
dala and the magnitude of the CR. 2 extinction showed a marginally significant correlation
Within the mPFC, the dorsal anterior cingulate region with extinction success on that same day (r  0.590,
showed an increase in BOLD to the CS versus CS, p  0.06). These results suggest that the subgenual
but there was no correlation with the CR during acquisi- cingulate may be particularly involved in extinction pro-
tion or extinction. The response observed in the ventral cesses after initial extinction learning, during retention.
subgenual anterior cingulate and medial frontal gyrus Given that the only mPFC region that predicted extinc-
was primarily expressed as a decrease to the CS. Al- tion was the subgenual anterior cingulate, this region
though this was assessed relative to the CS, an analysis was the only one explored for its relation to the amygdala
of the response patterns indicates this differential re- response. There was no correlation between the sub-
sponse was primarily driven by a depression in BOLD genual anterior cingulate response and the amygdala
to the CS. For example, in the subgenual anterior cingu- response during acquisition or day 1 extinction. On day
late ROI, an examination of the  values found that they 2 extinction, there was a significant correlation between
were significantly less than zero for the CS in all phases the early responses in the subgenual anterior cingulate
of the experiment [acquisition, t(10)  4.08; extinction and the strength of amygdala activation (r  0.796, p 
day 1, t(10)  4.96; extinction day 2, t(10)  4.18, 0.01), consistent with the hypothesis that this vmPFC
p  0.01), indicating a decrease in BOLD to the CS, region may be linked to a diminished amygdala response
at retention.whereas the response to the CS was not significantly
Neuron
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Figure 4. Subgenual Anterior Cingulate Activation and Correlation with SCR
(A) Mean differential  values (CS minus CS) for the subgenual anterior cingulate ROI during early and late acquisition, day 1 extinction,
and day 2 extinction. Error bars represent standard error.
(B) Correlation between subgenual anterior cingulate activation ( value for CS minus CS) at the beginning of day 2 extinction and day 1
extinction success (CR for early day 1 extinction trials minus late trials—higher numbers indicate greater extinction).
In addition to the a priori ROIs within the mPFC and encouraging in our efforts to form links across species,
although there are some important differences in theamygdala, we conducted an exploratory correlation
analysis on the relation between the CR and BOLD re- paradigm and pattern of results.
Even though our goal was to create an extinctionsponses in others brain regions that showed differential
responses to the CS versus CS throughout the three learning paradigm that was analogous to those typically
used with nonhuman animals, there were some differ-phases of the study. Three regions were identified: the
caudate nucleus, the posterior cingulate, and the insular ences that may have influenced the findings. In the pres-
ent study, we used a partial reinforcement paradigm incortex. Within these regions, ROIs were selected using
the same method used for the mPFC, that is, centering an effort to slow extinction learning in humans. It is
unclear how changing from a 100% to a partial reinforce-the ROI on the peak of activation (caudate, 9, 2, 9; insular
cortex, 45, 11, 6; posterior cingulate, 7, 56, 13). The ment paradigm alters the mechanisms of fear extinction.
The present study also differed from the standard animalresponse in the caudate was significantly correlated
with the CR during early acquisition (r  0.776, p  paradigm in that we used a discrimination procedure
with a CS that could act as a baseline to the CS.0.01). The posterior cingulate response was significantly
correlated with the CR during day 1 extinction (r 0.658, Although this type of paradigm is ideal for fMRI analysis,
this discrimination could change the nature of the taskp  0.05). No other significant correlations were ob-
served. since both the CS and CS provide information about
the presentation of the US. Finally, the present study
differed from those used with nonhuman animals in thatDiscussion
subjects had verbal instruction of the CS-US contin-
gency prior to fear conditioning. Although fear learningMuch like the research on the acquisition of conditioned
through instruction has been shown to be dependentfear in humans, the present results on extinction learning
on the amygdala for expression (Funayama et al., 2001),largely support what has been learned from research
the combination of learning through instruction and con-with nonhuman animals. Consistent with the nonhuman
ditioning may have altered the results, particularly theanimal studies suggesting that the amygdala is impor-
early amygdala response and the early expression oftant for both the acquisition and extinction of condi-
the CR during acquisition. In spite of these differencestioned fear (Myers and Davis, 2002), we found that amyg-
in the paradigms across species, our findings in humansdala activation predicted the CR in both acquisition and
are largely consistent with those from nonhuman an-early extinction. The vmPFC (subgenual anterior cingu-
imals.late), although active throughout all stages of learning,
The amygdala response observed in the present studyseems to be primarily linked to the expression of the
was characterized by an increase in activation to theconditioned response during the retention of extinction
CS relative to the CS during acquisition that was cor-learning, as might have been expected from studies
related with the strength of the CR, replicating our previ-demonstrating that damage to this region in rats only
ous results (LaBar et al., 1998). However, during extinc-impairs the retention or recall of extinction (Quirk et al.,
2000). These initial results on extinction learning are tion learning, we observed a reversal of the response in
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the amygdala, so that there was a significantly greater gressed on day 2. On day 1 of extinction, there was
response to the CS relative to the CS on day 1 extinc- no relation between activation of this region and the
tion, with little overall response on day 2 extinction. expression of the CR or the amygdala. These results
The differential amygdala response on day 1 extinction support the interpretation that responses in this region
correlated with extinction learning, that is, relatively may be related to the retention of extinction learning
greater response to the CS relative to the CS pre- specifically.
dicted less of a CR. This reversal of the amygdala re- Overall, activation of the subgenual anterior cingulate
sponse in early extinction was unexpected, especially in all phases of the study was characterized primarily
given that the only previous report of extinction learning as a depression in the BOLD response to the CS that
in humans (LaBar et al., 1998) showed the opposite diminished as extinction learning progressed. Although
pattern. However, as mentioned above, this earlier study a decrease in BOLD can be somewhat difficult to inter-
used a 100% reinforcement that led to very rapid extinc- pret (Gusnard and Raichle, 2001), there is some sugges-
tion, so it is difficult to know if this extinction response tion that a decrease in BOLD may reflect a reduction in
was reflecting the end of acquisition, uncertainty, or neuronal activity (Shmuel et al., 2002; Zenger-Landolt and
extinction learning. In the present study, we slowed ex- Heeger, 2003). The finding that this vmPFC region re-
tinction to explore the mechanisms of extinction learn- sponds with a decrease in signal to the CS throughout
ing. The results showed a shift in the amygdala response all phases of learning is inconsistent with the findings
during day 1 extinction that is correlated with a dimin- of Milad and Quirk (2002) using electrophysiology in rats,
ished CR, suggesting that the amygdala is actively cod- which showed an increase in the firing rate in vmPFC
ing the predictive value of the CS and altering its re- neurons to a CS only during the retention of extinction.
sponse when new information is available during within However, the pattern of BOLD response in the present
session extinction learning as well as acquisition. study is similar to a finding by Garcia et al. (1999) re-
Although three ROIs were identified in the mPFC, only porting a reduction in the spontaneous firing rate of
one of these, the ventral, subgenual anterior cingulate, neurons in this vmPFC region during fear conditioning.
was related to extinction behavior. This region is similar This study examined responses in mice during a condi-
to what other investigators have called the ventral mPFC tioned inhibition paradigm. When the CS was presented
(Kim et al., 2003) or the subgenual PFC (Drevets et al., alone, fully predicting the US, there was a reduction in
1997). It is suggested (Kim et al., 2003) that this region the spontaneous firing rate. However, when a second
in humans may be most analogous to the infralimbic stimulus (the conditioned inhibitor) preceded the CS,
area in rats that has been implicated in fear extinction indicating that a shock would not be delivered, this re-
(Morgan et al., 1993; Quirk et al., 2000). Even though it duction in the firing rate to the CS was diminished. In
is not possible to precisely determine the homology other words, as the CS became less predictive of the
across species, both its anatomical location and previ- US, there was less of a reduction. This pattern mirrors
ous results suggest that this subgenual anterior cingu- that observed in the present study with fMRI. There was
late region is a reasonable candidate. a depression of the BOLD response in the subgenual
The concept of infralimbic cortex was originally devel- anterior cingulate that was diminished as extinction pro-
oped in the rabbit and cat as the cortex that is located gressed and the CS no longer predicted the occurrence
under the tip of the callosum and is located in an analo- of the US. Like the Garcia et al. (1999) study and unlike
gous position to Brodmann’s area 25 (the subcallosal Milad and Quirk (2002), the present study examined re-
cortex), with area 32 being the equivalent of the prelim- sponses to two stimuli: one that predicted the shock
bic cortex (Rose and Woosley, 1948). In monkeys, the (the CS) and another that did not (CS). It is unclear if
prelimbic/infralimbic cortex has been suggested to en- the addition of a second stimulus changed the nature
compass regions rostral and ventral to the corpus callo- of the response in this vmPFC region or if the inconsis-
sum, including BA areas 24, 32, and 25 (Amaral, 1992).
tency in the pattern of response between the present
In rats, the infralimbic cortex have been shown to share
study and the Milad and Quirk (2002) findings is due to
the same type of amygdala afferents as area 25 in mon-
cross species differences. However, similar to the Miladkeys (Vogt and Pandya, 1987; Porrino et al., 1981; Amaral
and Quirk (2002) results, responses in this vmPFC regionand Price, 1984). In humans, although precise homology
were predictive of extinction learning after a retention in-is difficult to determine, functional similarity across spe-
terval.cies may help support the notion that there are homolo-
Understanding how fears are acquired is an importantgous regions. A previous study by Kim et al. (2003)
step in our ability to translate basic research to theshowed an inverse correlation between activation of this
treatment of fear-related disorders. Understanding howsubgenual anterior cingulate region and the amygdala
learned fears are diminished may be even more valuable.response to faces with emotional expressions, consis-
In the present study, we explored the links betweentent with connectivity suggested between the amygdala
what is known about the mechanisms of fear extinctionand infralimbic regions in monkeys (Amaral, 1992), as
from research with nonhuman animals and human func-well as extinction studies in rats (Milad and Quirk, 2002).
tion. The fMRI results support animal models suggestingIn the present study, activation of this subgenual ante-
that the amygdala may play an important role in extinc-rior cingulate region was correlated with the expression
tion learning as well as acquisition and that vmPFC mayof the CR and the amygdala response primarily during
be particularly involved in the retention of extinctionthe retention phase of extinction (day 2). Those subjects
learning. The present results provide a demonstrationwho showed more extinction learning on day 1 showed
that the mechanisms of extinction learning may be pre-less of activation in this region at the beginning of day
2. A similar pattern was observed as extinction pro- served across species.
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Experimental Procedures a general linear model. The group activation maps comparing BOLD
responses to the CS relative to the CS were thresholded at p 
0.01, Bonferoni corrected. Consistent with previous studies, a lowerSubjects
Eighteen right-handed subjects, 18 to 25 years of age, were recruited threshold was used for the amygdala due to the a priori hypotheses
for response (p  0.005, uncorrected). An overall group analysisthrough posted advertisements. Six of these subjects were elimi-
nated after day 1 due to a lack of an SCR response (nonresponders, was conducted for each phase of learning (acquisition, day 1 extinc-
tion, and day 2 extinction).n  3) or a failure to show acquisition of the conditioned response
(n 3). One subject was eliminated due to an error in the parameters Because the research with nonhuman animals highlighted the
amygdala and mPFC as regions important in fear extinction, an ROIused for image acquisition. The remaining eleven subjects (5 male,
6 female) completed the study. All subjects gave informed consent analysis on individual subjects was conducted for the amygdala
and regions of activation that emerged within the mPFC in the overalland were paid for their participation.
group analysis. The amygdala ROI was hand drawn on the anatomi-
cal images for each subject. The ROIs were drawn separately forConditioning Paradigm and Psychophysiological Assessment
the right and left amygdala. There were three significant mPFC ROIsA simple discrimination, partial reinforcement paradigm was used.
defined in the group analysis. For each of these, the Talairach coor-The CSs were colored squares (blue and yellow) and the US was a
dinates for the peak of activation was determined (see Table 1). Thismild shock to the wrist. All CSs were presented for 4 s, with a 12 s
served as the center of a 6 mm3 cube that defined the ROI forITI. One of the colored squares was designated as the CS (paired
individual subjects. For each subject and each ROI, the  values forwith US) and the other the CS (never paired with shock). Subjects
the CS and CSwere calculated for all phases of the experiment. Inwere instructed of these contingencies prior to the start of the condi-
addition, separate analyses were conducted for the early and latetioning paradigm. There were three phases to the study. During
trials of each phase in order examine the change in responses inacquisition, there were 15 presentations of the CS and CS and
these regions as learning progressed. Early and late trials werean additional eight presentations of the CS that coterminated with
defined as they were for the physiological measurement (see Re-the presentation of the US. Day 1 extinction immediately followed
sults).acquisition and consisted of 15 unreinforced presentations of the
CS and the 15 presentations of the CS. Approximately 24 hr after
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